April 26, 2006
Sustainability Working Team Meeting Notes

Attendees:
Rich Kildare
Perrin Pellegrin
Katie Maynard
Mo Lovegreen
Shari Hammond
Scott Mackenzie

Conference Update:

- 159 Speakers
- 150 registered people
- Vendors: 11 exhibitors
  - 2 sponsors
- Current activities- following up with speakers, receiving bios from speakers to put on website, finding out AV needs, etc.
- Discussion on 2007 sustainability conference. It was mentioned by Katie that Mo and Katie are in conversation with UCOP about hosting 2007 conference.
- Developing press release to send out for the conference. Adding some sustainability initiatives.
- All 10 UC campuses have signed up.
- CSU has representation, as well as a few Community colleges.

Campus Sustainability Plan

- Keep templates consistent
- Definitions of acronyms need to be spelled out if it’s not in the intro or appendix
- Need more faculty engagement
- Discussion from Katie on an academic committee on sustainability
- Mo mentioned someone taking charge of sustainability
- Perrin discussed DRC configuration for a possible idea on a recommendation. This would have off campus people representation, plus staff, faculty, and student representation. Once the “sustainability committee” can show the ROI, then we could possibly suggest an office of sustainability.
- Perrin also brought up how we would incorporate the 75 change agents into the structure?

Next meeting will be May 10, 2006, PF Learning Center